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Market Review: 

The second quarter of 2012 is easily summarised with the following cartoons / pictures: 
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Key Performance Data 

Q2 2012 Net Return -4.74% 

CY 2012 Net Return -0.44% 

Return Since Inception +9.26% 

Funds Under Management NZ$ 15.35 million 

Unit Price NZ$ 1.0821 

 

Top 10 Holdings 

Security 
% of 

Portfolio 
Security 

% of 
Portfolio 

Vealls Limited  9.50%* Nestlé SA 2.42% 

Satara Co-operative    3.08%** Guinness Peat Group 2.25% 

Pargesa Holding 2.65% Ciments Français 2.21% 

Vivendi 2.49% Heineken Holdings NV 2.18% 

Smith & Nephew 2.43% Leucadia National Corp 2.16% 

	  * At a unitholder meeting on 27 September 2011, the Trustee and Unitholders provided the Manager with an 18-month window to reduce any positions 
greater than 5% of total FUM to below this threshold 
** Christopher Swasbrook was appointed as a Commercial Director of Satara Co-operative Group Limited on 24 June 2011. 
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5 February, 2011

Dear Fellow Unitholders,

Global markets have continued to rally well into the New Year with the Dow Jones Industrial Average only this past 
week breaking through 12,000 a level not seen since September 2008. Markets are being driven by an economic 
recovery that is now clearly underway in the United States greatly assisted by monetary easing provided by the 
Federal Reserve. This has resulted in significant rallies in all asset classes except US Treasury bonds (which we have 
cautioned about in past reports). Asset classes rallying include equities, commodities and commodity currencies (eg. 
the Australian Dollar, the Canadian Dollar and the NZ Dollar) on a worldwide basis.

The markets are now referring to the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing Program/s collectively as the “Bernanke 
Put” as the Fed Chairman seems very focused on the wealth effect that a higher stock market will have on the US 
consumer. Mr. Bernanke recently appeared on 60 Minutes in the US and stated that he was convinced that the Fed’s 
policies “were contributing to a better outlook for the economy” and that he remained “100% certain” the Fed could 
control the inflationary impact (if any) of its current policies. 

It remains difficult to predict the outcome of any/all of these policies and Mr. Bernanke’s comments. One could also 
view Mr. Bernanke’s sudden clairvoyance with a healthy degree of skepticism as the future is always uncertain. Our 
job is not to spend hours trying to forecast macro-economic variables and their every machination, rather it is to build 
portfolios with an opportunity set which is attractive on a long-term risk/reward basis with an ever present margin of 
safety.

Therefore, we have continued to put in place the foundations of what we believe will deliver both improved returns in 
the Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund with lower volatility and continue to provide steady conservative returns in 
the Elevation Capital Value Fund over the long term.

The Funds key performance data and inflow/outflow data as at 31 December 2010 is as follows:

Both Elevation Capital Funds took advantage of the markets continued strength to opportunistically divest some 
positions and reinvest/build cash positions during Q4 2010. 

While the names detailed below may seem disparate we continue to find new and undervalued opportunities in both 
Continental Europe and Japan (particularly for the Value Fund). This is clearly reflective of the widespread negative 
sentiments to these markets at present.  Despite this negativity the value on offer is hard to ignore with many of these 
companies presenting investors the chance to acquire strong global franchises backed by conservative balance sheets 
and consistent dividend track records at sizeable discounts to even the most cautious appraisal of intrinsic value. 

New positions initiated during Q4 2010 were: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund:  Artio Global Investors, Cisco Systems, Hollywood Media, Global Options Inc., 
Nokia, Weyerhauser.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ambertech, Ardent Leisure, Asatsu DK, Ciments Français, Heineken Holdings, Kirin 
Holdings, Société BIC, and Van Eyk Three Pillars.

Subsequently, in January 2011 we have also initiated the following positions: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund: Ciments Français, Encana, Lorillard, Vulcan Materials.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ariake, Encana, ESSO Français, Laurent Perrier, Mizuno, and Yonex.

 Source: Elevation Capital Management Limited - [*Based on unaudited figures]
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2010 
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(NZ$)

Closing Unit 
Price as at 31 

December 2010 
(NZ$)

Multi Strategy Fund +1.96% +10.02% +NZ$ 1,360,719 +NZ$ 1,406,369 0.8743

Value Fund +1.51% +8.01% +NZ$ 2,719,228 +NZ$ 4,115,551 1.1579

In terms of macroeconomics, the continued deluge of news headlines from Europe coupled with signs 
of slowing growth in China and fiscal issues in the US continued to weigh heavily on financial markets. 

	  
Figure 1 - Global market performance in 2012 Q2 and July 

 
We have included links to two commentaries which we believe best summarise the current picture for 
New Zealand and the world at large – we highly recommend them both:  

Don Brash’s recent speech in Canterbury – 
http://www.elevationcapital.co.nz/images/media/brash%20-
%20what%20if%20recent%20economic%20trends%20were%20to%20continue.pdf 

Bob Doll’s recent interview with Wealthtrack – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl4rdc8Ex90 

 

Turning our attention briefly to Australia, Morgan Stanley have recently tabled a report where they 
estimate the Australian Dollar has a premium of US10c – 15c in its pricing due to “safe haven” flows.  
There are now suggestions that the RBA should intervene to cap the currency.  According to Morgan 
Stanley this makes sense, but they do not believe RBA action is imminent. We view such a move in 
Australia (or New Zealand) for that matter as unlikely given the size of the market versus our respective 
Central Banks. 

However, it raises the question (in our opinion) for New Zealand. “What is the perceived “safe haven or 
high-yield” premium in our currency as well?” If there is indeed a premium (which we believe there is) 

S&P500 
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can anything be done to ameliorate this effect as it does have negative impacts on the domestic 
economy. 

In terms of opportunity set for investors we must confess to sounding like a broken record. Global large 
cap equities are (in our opinion) the most attractive and this is what we have continued to execute on 
within the Fund. (Note: we now only hold 1 stock in Australia and, as at the time of writing, 6 stocks in 
NZ.) 

Outside of valuation specifics we believe the following charts/factoids provide support to our overriding 
view that there seems to be a “bull-market in uncertainty” with regard to equities.  

i. Stocks remain the least favoured asset class at present. 
 

	  
Figure 2 - Source: B of A Merrill Lynch Global Equity Strategy, EPFR Global, Lipper FM 

 

ii. Few times in history have S&P 500 stocks yielded more than 10 year U.S Treasury bonds.  
 

	  
Figure 3 - Source: FactSet, 31/1/62-31/5/2012 
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iii. Beer versus Bonds? The yield of Molson Coors vs. US 10yr Treasury. 
 

	  
Figure 4 - Molson Coors Dividend Yield vs. US 10yr Treasury Yield 

 
i. Additional interesting factoids: 

 
 Bond funds have now attracted more money than stocks funds every year since 20071; 
 There have been outright net redemptions from stock funds for the last five years2; 
 A British actuary recently told the FT – “there are not enough bonds in the world “3 
 The Republic of Lebanon is single-B-rated and its bonds currently yield 5.79% (as at 1 June 

2012) versus a single-B-rated US corporate at 8.29% (as at 1 June 2012). Admittedly, 
Lebanon does have a growing labour force, which is clearly positive but on the negative 
side it does border Syria. Even more interesting inflation is running at 4%, it has a current 
account deficit of 14% of GDP (compared to 9.7% for Greece) and a ratio of 
government debt to GDP of 136.2%.4 

 Petronas – Malaysia’s state-owned oil and gas company recently paid a 77% premium to 
purchase Calgary-based Progress Energy Resources. Why such a large premium? LNG 
(liquefied natural gas) commands 6x the price in Asia that gas does in North America. 
(Note: the fund owns Penn West Energy [1.12%], Canadian Natural Resources [1.34%] 
and Encana [2.14%] all based in Canada. The Progress transaction supports our thesis 
that these stocks all trade at sizeable discounts to a reasonable estimate of intrinsic value 
or potential M&A values based on recent transactions.) 
 

     

 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	   Grant’s Interest Rate Observer – 1 June 2012 
2	   Grant’s Interest Rate Observer – 1 June 2012	  
3	  	  Grant’s Interest Rate Observer – 1 June 2012	  
4	  	  Grant’s Interest Rate Observer – 1 June 2012	  
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Fund Review: 

Given what we believe to be attractive valuations on offer in US & European global companies, we 
continued to reduce investment exposure to New Zealand and Australia with the aim to redeploying 
capital towards Northern Hemisphere markets. This has continued in August. 

You will see from the charts below how our investment exposure (by region) has changed over the past 
year. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Figure 5 - ECVF Portfolio Comparison (31 July 2011 vs. 31 July 2012) 

	  
We have also prudently maintained cash levels and taken profits in a number of smaller holdings within 
the portfolio, which also enabled us to increase our weightings to those stocks where valuation/s 
became even more attractive (Examples including BP, Carrefour, Canadian Natural Resources, 
Encana, Heineken, Molson Coors, Pargesa, Petrobras, Vivendi). Additionally, we also acquired four new 
stocks within the portfolio: 

Company: Domicile: Sector: Attraction: Yield: 

H 
 

US Oil & Gas Discount to Book Value with an attractive asset base. 0.80% 

 
 

US Conglomerate Discount to Book Value with great capital allocators in charge. 0.62% 

 
 

Italy Transportation Global brand with large emerging market opportunities trading at 
attractive valuation metrics. 

4.19% 

 US Luxury Goods ~35% of market cap is inventory + real estate on top. 
Premier global brand with long-term expansion potential. 

2.19% 
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Stock Review – Cisco Systems (CSCO) 

Following is a slide we produced for the New Zealand Shareholders’ Association Annual Meeting (11 
August 2012) on Cisco Systems, which we feel clearly highlights the key metrics of the stock and its 
current attractiveness. While we understand Cisco faces challenges in the technology space, it is 
important to remember that the company still has a strong core business, even assuming some loss in 
market share from the current 77%. Cisco has an estimated US$ 5.50+ per share in cash. When all but 
US$ 5bln of cash is backed out, the company trades on a very conservative PE of 5.93x and has a 
current dividend yield of 2.9%. With  these multiples, explosive growth is not required – just some solid 
execution on current management plans. If this happens, then it is reasonable to expect a valuation 
more in line with the market as a whole which would provide a price of ~US$ 23.00 versus our cost basis 
of US$ 15.69 per share - (Last Sale ~US$17.16). 

 

 

 

31 July 2012 Update: 

Satara Co-operative Group (NZ): It is important to highlight four points – (i) we carry our investment in 
Satara at NZ$ 0.30c in our accounts as at 31 July 2012 – this is a sizeable discount to the last sale of NZ$ 
0.40c but this was the prevailing bid at month-end. This pricing movement accounted for the majority of 
the fund’s negative NAV movement in July; (ii) Satara has publicly announced its intention to review its 
capital structure. While there are no guarantees that this process will yield any result, it is a positive step 
by the Company to acknowledge that a review needs to be undertaken as the current structure does 
not permit the true value of the infrastructure assets to be recognised; (iii) Christopher Swasbrook 
remains a Commercial Director of Satara;, and (iv) Satara was recently written up in an international 
small cap blog called “Oddball Stocks”: 

http://www.oddballstocks.com/2012/08/there-is-something-sweet-with-this.html 
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Cisco – The Cash Cow  

* As at 31/7/2012 

Adj. Metrics 

Price to Earnings 5.93x 

Free Cash Flow Yield 17.2% 

Dividend Yield 2.9% 

In the last twelve months, the Company: 
 
!  Generated US$11.2B cash from operations 
!  Spent US$1.1B on capital expenditure 
!  Spent US$1.4B on dividends 
!  Spent US$4.5B repurchasing shares 

Assuming the payout of US$27B cash, all debt 
retired, and US$5B maintained on B/S, we have 
the following: 
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The markets are now referring to the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing Program/s collectively as the “Bernanke 
Put” as the Fed Chairman seems very focused on the wealth effect that a higher stock market will have on the US 
consumer. Mr. Bernanke recently appeared on 60 Minutes in the US and stated that he was convinced that the Fed’s 
policies “were contributing to a better outlook for the economy” and that he remained “100% certain” the Fed could 
control the inflationary impact (if any) of its current policies. 

It remains difficult to predict the outcome of any/all of these policies and Mr. Bernanke’s comments. One could also 
view Mr. Bernanke’s sudden clairvoyance with a healthy degree of skepticism as the future is always uncertain. Our 
job is not to spend hours trying to forecast macro-economic variables and their every machination, rather it is to build 
portfolios with an opportunity set which is attractive on a long-term risk/reward basis with an ever present margin of 
safety.

Therefore, we have continued to put in place the foundations of what we believe will deliver both improved returns in 
the Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund with lower volatility and continue to provide steady conservative returns in 
the Elevation Capital Value Fund over the long term.

The Funds key performance data and inflow/outflow data as at 31 December 2010 is as follows:

Both Elevation Capital Funds took advantage of the markets continued strength to opportunistically divest some 
positions and reinvest/build cash positions during Q4 2010. 

While the names detailed below may seem disparate we continue to find new and undervalued opportunities in both 
Continental Europe and Japan (particularly for the Value Fund). This is clearly reflective of the widespread negative 
sentiments to these markets at present.  Despite this negativity the value on offer is hard to ignore with many of these 
companies presenting investors the chance to acquire strong global franchises backed by conservative balance sheets 
and consistent dividend track records at sizeable discounts to even the most cautious appraisal of intrinsic value. 

New positions initiated during Q4 2010 were: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund:  Artio Global Investors, Cisco Systems, Hollywood Media, Global Options Inc., 
Nokia, Weyerhauser.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ambertech, Ardent Leisure, Asatsu DK, Ciments Français, Heineken Holdings, Kirin 
Holdings, Société BIC, and Van Eyk Three Pillars.

Subsequently, in January 2011 we have also initiated the following positions: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund: Ciments Français, Encana, Lorillard, Vulcan Materials.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ariake, Encana, ESSO Français, Laurent Perrier, Mizuno, and Yonex.

 Source: Elevation Capital Management Limited - [*Based on unaudited figures]
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Price as at 31 

December 2010 
(NZ$)

Multi Strategy Fund +1.96% +10.02% +NZ$ 1,360,719 +NZ$ 1,406,369 0.8743

Value Fund +1.51% +8.01% +NZ$ 2,719,228 +NZ$ 4,115,551 1.1579

Wakefield Healthcare: The Fund held a +1% position in Wakefield Healthcare, which has languished 
below Net Tangible Assets (~NZ$ 4.80 per share) for some time now. It was not all that surprising to see 
that the two major shareholders have now formed a JV to take control of the company with a partial 
takeover offer at NZ$ 6.00 per share. This is another example that a great deal of patience and fortitude 
is required in small and mid-cap stocks.  We have taken the opportunity to exit the stock at a discount 
to the bid price given the low likelihood we would be able to exit 100% of our holding into the partial 
bid. 

 
Financial Statements: The financial statements for the Fund/s were lodged at The Companies Office on 
31 July 2012. These were also emailed to all unitholders in the Fund. If you did not receive them you can 
source them at:  

http://www.elevationcapital.co.nz/images/reports_monthly/ecvf%20%20financial%20statements%20-
%2031%20march%202012%20-%20web%20version.pdf 

 
New Prospectus: we are set to register and publish a new Prospectus and Investment Statement on or 
before 7 September 2012. This will be sent to all unitholders via email (with links) to the documents on our 
website. 

 
Sir Henry van der Heyden –After five years as a Director of Elevation Capital Management Limited, Sir 
Henry has decided to depart our Board on 31 August 2012. Henry is also stepping down as the 
Chairman of Fonterra Co-operative Group and has a number of new directorships, which he has either 
committed to or is actively considering. We wish him well for the future and thank him for his sound 
counsel over many years. There are no other changes to the directors of Elevation Capital 
Management Limited.  

Thank you for your continued interest and support in/of the Fund. We thought we would leave you with 
the following quote which we feel aptly summarises our views at present. 

“I know what is around the corner – I just don’t know where the corner is” 

Kevin Keegan, Former International Footballer and Manager of England 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Elevation Capital Management Limited 
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5 February, 2011

Dear Fellow Unitholders,

Global markets have continued to rally well into the New Year with the Dow Jones Industrial Average only this past 
week breaking through 12,000 a level not seen since September 2008. Markets are being driven by an economic 
recovery that is now clearly underway in the United States greatly assisted by monetary easing provided by the 
Federal Reserve. This has resulted in significant rallies in all asset classes except US Treasury bonds (which we have 
cautioned about in past reports). Asset classes rallying include equities, commodities and commodity currencies (eg. 
the Australian Dollar, the Canadian Dollar and the NZ Dollar) on a worldwide basis.

The markets are now referring to the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing Program/s collectively as the “Bernanke 
Put” as the Fed Chairman seems very focused on the wealth effect that a higher stock market will have on the US 
consumer. Mr. Bernanke recently appeared on 60 Minutes in the US and stated that he was convinced that the Fed’s 
policies “were contributing to a better outlook for the economy” and that he remained “100% certain” the Fed could 
control the inflationary impact (if any) of its current policies. 

It remains difficult to predict the outcome of any/all of these policies and Mr. Bernanke’s comments. One could also 
view Mr. Bernanke’s sudden clairvoyance with a healthy degree of skepticism as the future is always uncertain. Our 
job is not to spend hours trying to forecast macro-economic variables and their every machination, rather it is to build 
portfolios with an opportunity set which is attractive on a long-term risk/reward basis with an ever present margin of 
safety.

Therefore, we have continued to put in place the foundations of what we believe will deliver both improved returns in 
the Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund with lower volatility and continue to provide steady conservative returns in 
the Elevation Capital Value Fund over the long term.

The Funds key performance data and inflow/outflow data as at 31 December 2010 is as follows:

Both Elevation Capital Funds took advantage of the markets continued strength to opportunistically divest some 
positions and reinvest/build cash positions during Q4 2010. 

While the names detailed below may seem disparate we continue to find new and undervalued opportunities in both 
Continental Europe and Japan (particularly for the Value Fund). This is clearly reflective of the widespread negative 
sentiments to these markets at present.  Despite this negativity the value on offer is hard to ignore with many of these 
companies presenting investors the chance to acquire strong global franchises backed by conservative balance sheets 
and consistent dividend track records at sizeable discounts to even the most cautious appraisal of intrinsic value. 

New positions initiated during Q4 2010 were: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund:  Artio Global Investors, Cisco Systems, Hollywood Media, Global Options Inc., 
Nokia, Weyerhauser.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ambertech, Ardent Leisure, Asatsu DK, Ciments Français, Heineken Holdings, Kirin 
Holdings, Société BIC, and Van Eyk Three Pillars.

Subsequently, in January 2011 we have also initiated the following positions: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund: Ciments Français, Encana, Lorillard, Vulcan Materials.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ariake, Encana, ESSO Français, Laurent Perrier, Mizuno, and Yonex.

 Source: Elevation Capital Management Limited - [*Based on unaudited figures]
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Multi Strategy Fund +1.96% +10.02% +NZ$ 1,360,719 +NZ$ 1,406,369 0.8743

Value Fund +1.51% +8.01% +NZ$ 2,719,228 +NZ$ 4,115,551 1.1579

Disclaimer: 

The information contained in this report has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is not an offer to buy 
or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell units in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital 
Global Value Fund of Funds, a recommendation of any security or to participate in any trading strategy. If any offer 
of units in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds is made, it shall 
be pursuant to a definitive Investment Statement and Prospectus prepared by or on behalf of the Elevation Capital 
Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds. Any decision to invest in the Elevation Capital 
Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds should be made only after reviewing the 
definitive Investment Statement and Prospectus (available at www.elevationcapital.co.nz or by contacting 
Elevation Capital Management Limited, PO Box 911145, Victoria Street West, Auckland 1142, New Zealand), 
conducting such investigations as the investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s own investment, legal 
and tax advisors in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and consequences of an 
investment in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds. All 
performance data, portfolio composition data and risk targets contained in this report are subject to revision by 
Elevation Capital Management Limited and are provided solely as a guide to current expectations. There can be 
no assurance that the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds will 
achieve any targets or that there will be any return on or of capital. 

Elevation Capital Management Limited, its directors, employees and agents believe that the information herein is 
correct at the time of compilation; however they do not warrant the accuracy of the information. Save for any 
statutory liability which cannot be excluded, Elevation Capital Management Limited further disclaims all 
responsibility or liability for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person relying on any information or 
any opinions, conclusions or recommendations contained herein whether that loss or damage is caused by any 
fault or negligence on the part of Elevation Capital Management Limited, or otherwise. 

International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuations, lower liquidity, different accounting 
methods, economic and political systems. These risks are typically greater in emerging markets. The Elevation 
Capital Value Fund may invest a significant portion of its assets in the stocks of small and medium-sized companies, 
which tend to be more volatile and less liquid than those of large companies, may have underperformed the stocks 
of larger companies during some periods and tend to have a shorter history of operations than larger companies. 
Potential investment risks are discussed in the Investment Statement. 


